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PRE-LUAU 

 It is between nine and ten at night, after a 
day of classes and work.  Most students are 
settling in to a night of homework or just 
enjoying the evening, but for some of the Saint 
Martin’s Hui ‘O Hawai’i Club members, a 
whole new form of work has just begun.  
 This was the story  of the lives of many 
dedicated individuals who could be found in the 
Baran great-room or Burton once per week over 
the pas t months , prepar ing , 
practicing and perfecting.  They 
were practicing to perform different 
traditional dances for the club’s 
annual Hawaiian Luau, which was 
held Saturday, April 4 in the Saint  Martin’s 
Pavilion Gymnasium.  
 Not only do the luau performances require 
intense preparation, but the entire event is a 
massive undertaking.  A few weeks prior to the 
luau, a glimpse behind the scene was given:  
the Hui ‘O Hawai’i Club’s Vice President and 
Head Luau Chair Chanell Sagon, and 
Advertisement Chair Kristin Akana both 
explained what exactly  happens pre-luau for the 
club.  
 “We actually  chose our committee [for the 
luau] before Christmas break and started 
planning right when we got back in January,” 
freshman Kristin Akana said.  The Luau 
Committee consists of several sub-sections 
involving food, decorations, stage management, 
entertainment and advertisement. 
 “My job,” Akana explained, “is to contact 
people about advertising in newspapers, online 
a n d o n t h e 
radio.” The luau 
was open to the   
e n t i r e 
community, so 
the challenge is 
t o m a r k e t i t 
outside of Saint 
Martin’s as well.  
The goal this 
year was to have 
5 0 0 o r m o r e 
attendees to the 
even t . Akana 
specified that “it 
is a lot of work,” 
a lot more than 
one would think, and that “you really have to 
learn to negotiate and be patient!”
 The ability to order everything in advance 
and keep patience when putting together such a 
big event is something Chanell Sagon, 
sophomore at SMU and native of Makakilo, 

Hawaii, had to put into 
practice on a daily basis 
leading up the luau.  
 “As Head Luau Chair, it  
is my responsibility  to 
oversee that everything 
from food to decorations to 
entertainment are all done 
in a timely manner.” This is 
v e r y s t r e s s f u l j o b , 
considering that three 
weeks away from the event, 
The Food Committee was 
required to begin salting the 

s a l m o n a n d 
o t h e r p r e p 
deta i l s . And, 
b e c a u s e t h e 
s t u d e n t s 

choreograph their own 
p e r f o r m a n c e s f o r t h e 
entertainment, it remains 
important to make sure the 
dances follow tradition.   

However, in the last 
few weeks leading up to the 
event, Sagon felt confident, 
“The luau committee and 
members have put so much 
time and effort into this 
event. They are fabulous. Leading them has 
been an honor.”  
 The unity the club displayed leading up to 
the luau echoed the theme of the actual event:  
“He Wai Wai Ka Lokahi,” meaning “unity is a 
precious possession.”  
 “We hope to bring the community 
together,” Akana said. 
 Sagon felt the same way:  “I hope that 

people will 
take with 
t h e m t h e 
feeling of 
community 
and family. 
I t ’s w h a t 
makes the 
culture so 
special.” 
 T h e 
opportunity 
to join the 
H u i ‘ O 
H a w a i ’ i 
C l u b i s 

o p e n t o 
anyone interested, not  just  for those who are 
native or residents of Hawaii.  The interest is 
certainly there, for the club boasts more than 
forty members, and the turn out for the luau 
speaks for itself.

Another year, another Luau

THE LUAU

 On April 4, 2009, at  4:45 p.m., a delicious 
smell filled the air outside of Saint Martin’s 
University  Pavilion.  All the weeks of salting 
and marinating and prepping food was paying 
off during feast-time at the luau.  Trays of 
cakes are rushed to be cut, rice is steamed, and 
the meat sizzles on multiple barbeques.  
 “I’ve been up for two days straight,” says 
Tauren Ibarra, a member of the Hui ‘O Hawai’i 
Club. The Food Committee dug their own pit to 
cook the traditional Kalua Pig, and estimate 
that they went through two whole pigs to feed 
the crowd.  Despite the lack of sleep, the cooks 
were still rushing around and laughing. 

“Somebody’s gotta cook the food,” 
Ibarra said. 
 In front of the Pavillion, a line formed at 
the doors with people eager to enter.  Most 
people displayed Hawaiian spirit in wearing 
bright colors and Hawaiian patterned shirts, 
dresses, or flowers in their hair.  While standing 
in line, Ian and Julie Heath, a couple from 
Tumwater commented, “We came to [the luau] 
two or three years ago and we didn’t stand in 
line like this.” This year, the luau had sold out 
of tickets. The line began moving inside to 
enjoy all of Hawai’i Club’s hard work.

see LUAU, B1

“This is one of my 
two favorite events 

of the year”

Celebration of Club Hawaii
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LUAU from A1
 The gymnasium was decorated with 
flowers, live music was playing, and the 
Hawaiian Country Store was selling wares 
from the Islands.   Club member Ana Arreola 
explained, “The stuff in the store is donated 
from Hawaii, just for the luau. I’ve been here 
since 10 a.m. helping with these decorations 
and doing inventory for the store.”  
 Gradually, the gym filled, and, although the 
entire floor was covered with tables, not 
enough seats could be found.  More tables and 
seats were rushed in by maintenance and club 
members.  
 In waiting for dinner, Saint Martin’s 
Sociology  teacher David Price, declared, “this 
is one of my two favorite events of the year, 
it’s even with Taste of Culture.”  
 He has attended every luau since the club 
began putting them on seven years ago and 
looked forward to the traditional fare: “I like 
the pig and the poi. You have to mix the two 
together,” he instructed.
 Once dinner was served, the people 
enjoyed a diverse menu. Along with poi and 
pig was Shoyu Chicken, Kalibi Ribs, Lomi 
Lomi Salmon, steamed rice and desserts.  
Votes for favorite dishes were just as diverse.  
SMU student  Kaitlynn Halvorson, a junior, 
asserted, “I liked the ribs best,” and the other 
meats served were just  as popular.  One table 
simply claimed they liked everything.  
 The dinner entertainment by the Halau 
Hula Ke Liko A’e O Lei Lehua group added to 
the authentic flavor of the meal, and the 
student performances who wrapped up the 
night kept the festive mood going, even after 
drowsiness set in from full stomachs.  

Halvorson picked one word to describe 
the performances of the night, and that word 
was “professional.” It showed that “they put a 
lot of hard work into this.”
 Not only  did the smiles around the room 
speak to the success of the luau, but the sheer 
numbers in attendance attested to this.  The 
club did not  just reach Kristin Akana’s hopes 
of 500 attendees, but it exceeded the 
expectation by selling out all tickets. Sagon’s 
goal of spreading special Hawaiian culture and 
the club’s hopes to promote unity certainly was 
met by the fact that faculty, community 
members, and students all came together under 
the same roof to feast and spend an evening 
together.  

 Krinda Carlson
Belltower staff writer

 
 Dr. Riley Moore describes his current class 
in International Business as “a hoot.”  Any 
t eacher who d i ff e r s to such owl i sh 
onomatopoeia to describe his class must enjoy 
diversity, as does Moore.  He is the Associates 
Professor of Business and Economics as well as 
Director of International Business Programs at 
Saint Martin’s University.  His interest  in 
teaching birthed from the desire to “inspire 
folks to explore” – or, in following the 
metaphorical language of the owl, to spread 
their wings and soar. However, this isn’t 
something Moore just encourages his students 
to do. He also demonstrates the power of 
exploration in his own life.   
 Moore moved often during his childhood: 
“My dad was a career army man, so we lived a 
lot of different places.”  He claims this is what 
started his interest in the international scene.  
He is a graduate of Saint 
Martin’s, and returned to 
teach in 2001. It is at 
SMU that Moore found 
h i s n iche in mix ing 
teaching with his love for 
exploration.  
 “ I ’ d n e v e r b e e n 
involved with China prior 
to coming to SMU,” but 
now he represents the 
school annually at the 
Business to Business 
Delegation to China.  
Having just returned from 
his third trip  that  took 
place during spring break, 
Moore was excited to 
share the opportunities 
that business with China 
has available to Thurston 
County, and therefore, 
Saint Martin’s students.
 “We went in with the 
g o a l t o g e t l o c a l 
businesses to recognize trade opportunities with 
China, which carried even more weight because 
of the recession,” said Moore.  The economy in 
China is exploding: “Washington State has a 
huge brand name in China.  Former Governor 
Lock has a huge rock-star status over there.” 
The state is in good standing with China.  
 Also, the proximity  to the ports of Seattle 
and Olympia makes Washington a major 
exporter, and the fact that Microsoft, Boeing, 
and Starbucks corporations hold their 
headquarters in the Pacific Northwest also sets 
us up  as a major international player, if a plan is 
executed now.  In order for Thurston County to 
become involved we must promote tourism, 
encourage inbound foreign directed investment, 
and increase exporting.

SMU professor offers insight into 
Washingtonʼs State Economy
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 Tourism, Moore claimed, “is always a 
catalyst for an economy,” and Washington 
State, as well as Thurston County, has the 
potential for a huge draw for Eco-tourism.  
“You can only  do so much shopping. We have 
those qualities that you can’t get at hot spots, 
like fresh air and the ability  to connect with 
nature.”  
 Also, by encouraging foreign investment, 
the competition is raised between American 
and foreign factories, which raises property 
value.  The goal, Moore explained, is to get 
“China to think about setting up headquarters 
in our area. Washington has a good, strong 
work force and good students to offer,” and he 
hopes the country realizes that.  
 “Once local businesses recognize these 
options they then look for ways to connect the 
dots,” and SMU offers that to Thurston County 
in the form of our graduates.  In 2003, Saint 
Martin’s had no students of Chinese ethnicity, 
and this semester there is a total of 47 Chinese 

exchange students 
enrolled.  For these 
students, Moore said, 
the language and 
c u l t u r a l b a r r i e r s 
between Washington 
and China represent 
jobs, both in their 
country  and here in 
the United States. 
 F o r d o m e s t i c 
students, “businesses 
real ize they need 
employees that  have 
been exposed to the 
culture,” and so he 
encourages students to 
take advantage of the 
o p p o r t u n i t y f o r 
d i v e r s i t y  a n d 
exposure. 
 “[Saint Martin’s] 
is creating jobs and 
opportunity for our 
domestic students and 

preparing Chinese students to seize these 
opportunities,” Moore said. “It’s only by 
understanding myself and my counterpart that I 
have the opportunity to succeed in whatever 
my objective is.” 
 Thus, like the owl, the student should seize 
the opportunity at Saint Martin’s to interact 
with other cultures, and, as a result, gain the 
skill to turn his or her neck 180 degrees in 
order to view both the American and Chinese 
cultures clearly.  In doing this, an 
understanding will be created, and with 
understanding, success calls, or as Moore 
might say, it  “hoots” in the present dark 
economy with a promise for future prosperity.
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 Ah, the senior thesis: The culmination of all 
the crazy ideas that have been brewing in your 
head while doodling to kill time. Most liberal 
arts colleges require students in their senior year 
to partake in a guided project that  is presented to 
the department heads.
 These projects can range from “The Affects 
of Temperature on Peoples’ Voting Habits” to 
“Social Movements Found in Comic Books.” 
According to Dr. Riley Moore, a professor of 
economics, the Scholar’s Day  program began 
approximately seven years ago as a way  to honor 
Doug Ford’s mother and to encourage and 
recognize student research.  Students are asked 
to submit applications that are then reviewed by 
the Deans of the respective divisions and the 
scholar’s day committee. 
 The selected were invited to an awards 
ceremony and luncheon during this year’s 
Scholars Day on April 21. The afternoon 
included a keynote speaker and student 
presentations. 

  The program has become a tradition on 
campus, and this year Saint Martin’s had its 
largest turn-out yet for presenters.
 Saint Martin’s Student Scholars’ Day began 
as a way to honor the memory of Grace Riddell 
Ford, whose life was dedicated to scientific 
research, education and political and social 
justice, all guided by her deep faith and 
compassion. Despite her advisor’s suggestion 
to pursue a major in home economics because 
of her gender, Ford graduated in four years 
from Texas State College for Women (now 
Texas Women’s University) with a degree in 
chemistry. 
 Ford was hired by the National Bureau of 
Standards in Washington, D.C., where she 
conducted research in the plating of metals. She 
was awarded six patents, including one for an 
electrolysis nickel-plating process that was used 
during World War II to plate large gun bores 
and as a coating on Gemini spacecraft in the 
1960s.  Her process is still used today in many 
products, including computer hard disk drives 
and small surfaces such as the roller element in 
most ballpoint pens.
 Ford also became well known for her 
achievements, and later she applied her gifts to 
teaching high school Advanced Placement 
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physics and chemistry. Following her 
retirement, Ford dedicated herself to issues of 
social justice and became a civic activist and 
feminist in Spokane. She volunteered countless 
hours to teach life skills to impoverished 
women and tutored in reading, math and 
English-as-a-Second-Language at a Spokane-
area refugee center. 
 Ford passed away in January 2000 from a 
type of cancer often attributed to exposure to 
the heavy metals she so eagerly  worked with in 
her younger days. She would be pleased to see 
students participating in the Scholar ’s 
Community at SMU. 
 According to Moore, Saint  Martin’s 
Scholars Day can pay  homage to hero who 
should never be forgotten. 

Scholar’s Day
Quinton Mitchell
Business Manager
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 Michael McIver came into the Saint 
Martin’s University athletic program as a 2006 
League MVP, First Team all-state first 
baseman and Second Team all-state pitcher in 
baseball, and first-team all-league basketball 
player from Capital High School. Even more 
interesting than the 6’10” standout’s award list 
is what he had to overcome his senior year of 
high school to continue playing either sport.
 It was a Tuesday night, game 15 of the 
Cougar’s 20 of the baseball season, and 
McIver had the game of his life. Down by one 
with two outs and no one on base, he hit a 
home-run to tie the game, which the Cougars 
later won. Wednesday  morning he woke up 
with extreme stomach pains, and by 4:00 that 
evening he couldn’t stand. Finally, he went to 
the hospital, and by 4:00 a.m. he was in 
surgery. 
 “The doctors said I was born without 
enough muscle alignment to keep  my large 
intestine in place,” McIver described. “It 
twisted over and was blocking everything from 
going through; I can’t even describe the pain.” 
 What was truly  shocking was that this 
occurrence is uncommon for a man of his age 
and health. Complications like this usually 
happen at birth or in elderly people. Even then, 
the recovery after surgery  is usually four to six 
days, but McIver was hospitalized for 19.
 “Everything that could go wrong, did,” 
McIver explained. 
 He had 15 inches of his large intestine 
replaced, losing almost half of the original 
three feet. The replacement kept backfiring. He 

couldn’t eat or drink anything for the entire 19 
days, and finally had to be fed calories through 
a tube in his arm. 
 “After the first week, I was miserable,” he 
added. “The worst part was being thirsty.”
 McIver was finally able to go home, able to 
eat broth and popsicles and, finally, drinking 
fluids. Unfortunately, two days after he was 
allowed home, the pain all came rushing back. 
Because of violent vomiting, the stitches from 
his first  surgery had bled, causing a hernia 
through his small intestine. Another surgery 
was needed, but because of the infection, the 
wound could not be closed. The doctors placed 
staples over the wound to keep the skin 
together and packed gauze inside the wound so 
it would heal from the inside up.
 “I could see about an inch into my 
stomach,” McIver explained. “It just didn’t 
make sense to me how it would heal.” 
 His 13 day hospitalization from the second 
surgery was about the same as the first: no 
eating or drinking allowed. 
 “Overall I was in the hospital for 32 days,” 
he said. “I lost about 40 pounds.” 
 He spent the entire summer doing rehab 
and trying to put his weight back on, but even 
now he hasn’t reached his original weight. 
 “I missed the whole rest of my senior year 
of high school, prom, everything. But, at  least  I 
graduated--I missed an entire month,” McIver 
said. 
 The incident also affected his college 
prospects. All of his Division I recruiting 
stopped after the injury, and one of his biggest 
disappointments, losing the interest of the 
University  of Portland. “It  was between me 
and this guard for the one scholarship they had 

left, and they really wanted a post player. I 
didn’t even get to go on my visit.”
 Luckily, Saint Martin’s still looked hopeful 
and he was able to red-shirt for baseball while 
still recovering and started playing basketball 
in the winter of 2006. 
 “I was no good my  freshman year. I was so 
weak,” McIver said as he described his 
hardships. “No one really understood what 
happened. Every athlete can relate to a twisted 
ankle or broken bones, but what happened to 
me was different.” 
 At one point he got hit in the abdomen and 
was forced to wear a pad over his stomach the 
rest of the season. He had to overcome many 
obstacles, and as the season progressed he got 
a little stronger and gained weight, and was 
voted Most Improved Player. But that wasn’t 
how McIver felt. 
 “I didn’t feel like I improved, I just  got 
healthier--I just started getting back to normal 
again.”
 This year’s baseball season is a completely 
different story for the better, faster and stronger 
junior. 
 “I just needed to recover; I’m excited to 
prove myself worthy of being here.”
 We can now look forward to watching 
McIver light up  the field once again. And, even 
though his collegiate plans took a different 
path, you still see him with his head up and a 
smile on his face.
 “You have to figure that everything 
happens for a reason, being in the hospital 
gave me more faith, I prayed a lot. I figure 
there is a plan for me, that I am supposed to be 
here.”

If you are interested in 
writing for the Belltower, 
please send an email to 
Belltower@stmartin.edu

McIver standing tall after medical setback



A r t s  &  E n t e r t a i n m e n t

 California girl Clare Lopez resembles 
Jessica Alba and a sponge lately, but not how 
you might think. She is a musician and an 
actress who possesses an active mind and is 
ready  to learn, with striking dark looks that only 
add to her charm. 
 Lopez started her college career as a music 
major, but now her love of acting and the theatre 
rivals her love of music.
 “Acting started out as a hobby  for me, but 
now it’s equal with music,” Lopez said. “I am 
new to acting and singing, so I’m absorbing 
everything here. I feel like I need to catch up.”
 In high school she worked on the technical 
side of theatre as a backstage 
hand. Then freshman year at 
Saint Martin’s University she 
did a student work study and 
was the stage manager for a theatrical 
production, fell in love with the discipline, and 
has been on her honeymoon since.
 “I love how many people it takes to make a 
production work,” said Lopez. “It touches so 
many people, on both sides of the stage lights.”
 Lopez has performed in Saint Martin’s 
productions “Fiddler on the Roof” in 2007, 
portraying Sarah Brown in “Guys and Dolls” 
last year, and Anna in “Old Times” this 
semester. Her own play premiered this month 
during SMU’s night  of One-Act Plays, held on 

April 22-25 at the Minnaert Center for the Arts 
at South Puget Sound Community College. 
 “The theatre becomes like home,” Lopez 
said. “You can’t help  but feel welcomed 
b e c a u s e t h e 
p e o p l e , t h e 
show, embrace 
everyone.”The 
fact that Lopez 
has become a 
leading actress 
in university 
productions is a 
surprise to her.
 “ I n e v e r 
thought that I’d 

be a part of 
s o m e t h i n g 
like this, be 
where I am 

now,” she said. 
“It amazes me 
when I think 
that if I hadn’t 
taken the road I 
did, I wouldn’t 
have met the 
people I have 
come to know 
so well.”
 Some of the people she has familiarized 
herself with are the SMU faculty, who offer 

“The theatre 
becomes like 

home”

Clare Lopez, SMUʼs performing arts wonder woman
intimate training rarely offered in other 
universities.
 “Since there is a small pool of students, you 
are kept in the minds of the professors, so 

you’re not lost in the crowd,” 
Lopez said. 
 Lopez hasn’t attained her 
acting and music status from the 
encouragement of any one 
person apart from herself, but 
there are certainly many behind 
her.
 “I am proud of her,” said 
SMU Music and Choral Director, 
Darrell Born. “I am privileged to 
have seen her grow over the 
years.”
 But music and acting aren’t 
her only talents. 
 “I write on the side,” Lopez 
said. “It helps foster what I do 
with acting and music.” Lopez 
writes mostly plays, and started 
in high school writing random 
scenes.
  After she started college 
here, she showed her work to 
David Hlavsa, theatre professor, 
and received feedback from him.

 “It was just another form of 
good experience,” she said. “I like to dabble in 
all the arts. They are a great expressive outlet.”
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 Saint Martin’s may not offer an art  major for 
students, but this doesn’t inhibit the artists’ zeal 
to create and display 
their talent.
 A student art 
show was held in 
the Worthington 
Center March 24, an 
i d e a o r i g i n a l l y 
c o n c e i v e d b y 
Robbie Coyer. 
 “The show was 
his brain child,” said 
S a r a h C l e m e n s , 
director of Campus 
Life. “Robbie came 
to me and said that 
there are so many 
artists on campus who have no opportunities to 
show their work, and that needs to change.”
 Coyer is a talented glass blower, and the art 
show was intended to exhibit his art, but he 
suffered a severe accident prior and wasn’t able 
to attend the show or display his artwork.
 “Robbie was long-boarding in Seattle, fell 
and hit his head,” said Coyer’s friend, Michael 
Rossi. “He was in pretty rough shape when I 

saw him, but he’ll be okay. He wanted the 
show to continue.”
 Rossi knew it would be a shame to cancel 
the show, so he took over and continued to 
plan the event.

 S a i n t 
Martin’s has 
a s h o r t 
history of art 
shows. The 
fourth floor 
of Old Main 
u s e d t o 
feature an art 
gallery, but it 
w a s t a k e n 
over by  the 
b o o k s t o r e . 
V a r i o u s 
exhibits have 

come through campus, but no continuous 
outlets have been guaranteed for art students. 
However, Clemens is impressed by some 
students’ enthusiasm to make this art show 
happen.
 “There are a small number of artists on 
campus, and many can be shy about sharing 
their work, but events like this are a step  in the 
right direction to encourage more creativity in 
campus events,” Clemens said.

 Kaitlynn Pecha was one of the brave 
students to show her art. One drawing was of the 
phoenix from the Harry Potter series. She 
wanted to perfect the image she interpreted from 
the books.
 “The picture in the book wasn’t what I 
thought it should look like, so I tried to make it 
better,” Pecha said.
 Political Science major Katie Graefnitz 
comes from a family of artists.
 “Drawing is my life,” Graefnitz said. “I 
enjoy  drawing my friends and putting (my work) 
out there.”
 Six musicians also performed during the art 
show. Not strangers to the stage, Kellen Gold 
and Rossi wanted to incorporate more than the 
visual arts to the show.
 “It’s good to have music when enjoying art,” 
said Gold. “Having the audio stimulus with the 
visual stimulus makes the experience even 
better.”
 Gold, Rossi, and four other musicians sang 
and strummed their guitars to classics from 
artists such as Coldplay and Cat Stevens, 
making the show a celebration of all avenues of 
art.

For more information about event planning 
contact Sarah Clemons at the TUB campus 
life office.

Students Get Stimulated at Art Show 
Trinity Hoffman

Staff Writer
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 By Katie Hawkins
Belltower staff writer

 Let’s face it: swimsuit season is on its 
way, and many of us are cringing at  the thought 
of squeezing into last  year’s bikini or swim 
shorts. There are always the options of getting a 
gym membership and going on a temporary diet 
to shed off those winter pounds, which, of 
course is not easy, or everyone would look like 
Brad and Angelina. So, to make a healthy 
lifestyle easier, I decided to suggest some 
healthier alternatives to what the common Saint 
Martin’s University  student is ingesting, 
without demanding you to fast for a month on 
protein shakes. 
 A survey  was taken of 50 SMU students 
to see where they are most commonly  eating off 
campus, and what students are usually  ordering 
from these places. My goal is to help students 
choose a healthier alternative to what they  are 
usually  consuming so that they  can continue 
visiting their favorite restaurants while eating 
healthier at the same time. The results showed 
the five top  places that students eat off campus: 
Subway, McDonalds, Taco Bell, Applebee’s and 
Starbucks.
 L u c k i l y, m o s t e v e r y t h i n g o n 
Subway’s menu serves up a healthy mix 
of food for a good diet . However, there 
are a few items on the menu that would 
have Jared shaking in his skinny jeans. 

HEALTH D1

 “Subway is good, but choose wisely,” 
warns local nutritionist  Laurie Schaetzel-Hill, 
MS. “I know there is a good deal on foot-long 
sandwiches at Subway right now, but it is better 
to get a six-inch sub instead.”
 Also, the new Subway Fresh Toasted 
Sandwiches are tasty, but  dangerous. Many 
students said that they usually  order a Chicken 
Bacon Ranch sandwich, which has 640 calories 
and 34 grams of fat (and that’s only a six-inch). 
Like meat? Try the Sweet Onion Chicken 
Teriyaki (370 cal/5g of fat) or the Savory 
Turkey Breast (280 cal/4.5g of fat). Try 
comparing these sandwiches to the KFC 
Original Recipe Chicken where one chicken 
breast and one wing holds 530 calories and 28g 
of fat. 
 “Make sure to order lean meats, like 
Tuna,” she suggests. “Order extra veggies and 
hold the oil. Go light on the mayonnaise.”
 Unfortunately McDonald’s is also 
among the most popular on campus. One foot 
long healthy sub is the equivalent to two Big 
Macs in calories, and, depending on the 
sandwich, three Whoppers from Burger King. 
Plus, on a Subway sandwich, you are more 
likely  to get all the recommended daily 
vegetables. Many  students said that they were 
commonly ordering regular burgers—bravo. By 
ordering the simplest burgers, you are saving 
much more in your health. Also, beware of 
cheese, because it can add an extra 100 calories. 
But, if you must, a regular cheeseburger 

Soul Solutions:

 I take icebaths.  That’s right, ice + bath 
combined to create a noun: icebath.  Let me 
define this foreign term.
 ice.bath (I.ce.b-a.ttthhhh) n. 1 A bath 
filled with the coldest water possible into which 
ice is also added, 2 The tub of torture common 
for athletes to submerge in, 3. A metal tub to 
which ice is added and jets circulate the water 
to increase pain, found specifically in the Saint 
Martin’s University Training Room.
 It is here I feel the need to interject a 
commercial warning: Side effects may include 
excessive shivering, mountainous goose-
bumps, blue appendages, and, in some rare 
cases, the loss of toes due to frostbite.  
Regrettably, I never received this warning and 
came to discover these side effects all on my 
own.   From voluntarily freezing myself once or 
twice per week, I have experienced each of 
these except for the penultimate result – the 
loss of limbs - or, at  least my toes haven’t fallen 
off yet.  

However, I continue icebathing.  When 
I get sore from running, I go to the Tub of 
Arctic-Waters to once again submit to its 
tortures because the end result is worth it!  The 
cold stimulates blood flow, and with the 
increase of blood flow, broken down muscles 
repair themselves at a quicker rate, and thus the 
pain of icebaths help my hurting muscles. 

ICEBATH 
MENTALITY

Krinda Carlson
Staff Writer

Often, life is like this: in order for us to 
become strong or reach a new level of fitness, 
characteristically speaking, we must first endure 
pain.
 James 1:2-4 says, “Consider it pure 
joy…whenever you face trials of many kinds, 
because you know that the testing of your faith 
develops perseverance.  Perseverance must 
finish its work so that you may be mature and 
complete, not lacking anything (NIV).”  Like 
the icebath, side effects of trials are often 
painful at first, but the overall side-effect is 
beneficial to our character.  

As an athlete, having muscles primed 
and ready to go is worth getting goose-bumps 
that look like mosquito bites.  But, when it 
comes to life, I usually view hardships in a 
negative way.  I’m not successful, trials find me 
anyway.  Yet, the verse speaks of these pains as 
what develops us into a mature person and 
grants us a complete life.  

And, as I look into my past, I can attest 
to this.  When I turned to God through 
difficulties in my life, and allowed the trials to 
stimulate my faith, I can honestly say that the 
best things in my life birthed from these pains.  
The trials I’ve come through are why I’m 
running in college, why I’m at Saint Martin’s, 
why I’m writing, and why I have the friends I 
have today; pain is the “why” of countless other 
blessings in my life.  So, I’m learning to face 
life with an Icebath Mentality.  Hardships will 
find us; and, when they do, having the faith to 
voluntarily  allow our character to be stimulated 
by the pain gets us through to reap the benefits. 

Keeping it Simple: Food for the SMU Student
contains 110 calories/12g of fat, much better 
than the Double Quarter Pounder with Cheese 
(380 calories/42g of fat). If you must have 
bigger burgers, my advice would be to go with 
the Quarter Pounder, where there is 170 
calories/19g of fat.
 “At fast food places like McDonalds, the 
best rule is to keep it simple,” Schaetzel-Hill 
says. “Big meals contain much more fat. And 
remember, grilled meat is always better than 
fried.”
 Many people also reported that they 
constantly order McChickens. For a healthier 
alternative, upgrade to a Premium Grilled 
Chicken Classic or the Premium Grilled 
Chicken Ranch BLT Sandwich, both of which 
contain almost half as many calories and fat  that 
are in a McChicken. Many people also said that 
they  enjoy french fries and chicken nuggets. 
Just remember, if you are going to get fries, it 
would be wise to stick with a small order (100 
cal/11g of fat). The calorie and fat amount more 
than doubles if you order the large. And, when 
ordering chicken nuggets, stick with the four 
piece (100 cal/12g of fat) versus the 10 piece 
(260 cal/29g of fat). If you opt for a salad, make 
sure to go with fat free vinaigrette (30 calories). 
All others contain close to 200 calories per 
pack. If you want dessert, get a cone (150 
calories). Don’t be tempted by Fruit  and Yogurt 
Parfaits, which actually contain close to 400 
calories for a small cup.
 Many  students also like to order 
McDonalds breakfast food. The best options 
are: the Hotcakes, the Sausage Burrito, an Egg 
McMuffin, a Biscuit, a Bacon, Egg and Cheese 
McGriddle, Scrambled Eggs or a Hash Brown. 
All of these items contain less that 20 grams of 
fat and less than 170 calories. 
 Another fast food restaurant that many 
attend is Taco Bell, where it also pays to keep it 
simple. It is better to get a Crunchy Taco (150 
cal/7g of fat) than a Double Decker Taco 
Supreme (380 cal/18g of fat). It is better to get a 
Bean Burrito (350 cal/8g of fat) than a Beef 
Burrito Supreme (480 cal/18g of fat). Think the 
Fiesta Taco Salad is keeping it healthy? Think 
again. The salad contains 870 calories and 48 
grams of fat, twice as many calories and fat than 
the Nachos Supreme. As far as desserts go, steer 
clear of the Caramel Apple Empanadas (290 cal/
15g of fat) and go with the Cinnamon Twists 
(160 cal/5g of fat). 
 Students like to go to Applebee’s 
because of the half price appetizers. Warning! 
The Boneless Buffalo Wings have 1734 calories 
and 132 grams of fat! Also watch out for those 
Mozzarella Sticks (1005 cal/57g of fat). If you 
are going to order an appetizer, get the Chicken 
Quesadilla (742 cal/14g of fat). A popular 
choice for a main dish is steak, and hey, you can 
get one of those for only 330 calories and 10 
grams of fat. Good choice! For dessert, try the 
Bikini Banana Low-Fat Strawberry Shortcake 
(229 cal/2.9g of fat).
 Though many students admitted they 
don’t go to Starbucks for food, it showed up as 
a frequently  visited café among students. Many 
students order grande beverages with 2% milk. 
see FOOD, D2 



 We’ve all seen the commercials 
television that say  how important it is to have 
regular check-ups at the dentist. If you are 
smart, you don’t  always believe what you hear 
or see. However, in this case, you definitely 
should.
 If you choose not to take care of your 
oral health properly, you are putting yourself in 
harms way. Granted, you are not throwing 
yourself in front of a bus, but you are damaging 
your gums and teeth. This will affect  them in 
the long and short term.
 “There are small and large effects from 
poor dental hygiene. The range of severity 
depends on the lack of care for one’s mouth,” 
says Debbie Clark, dental hygienist and office 
manager of Morse Dental Group. 
 Having poor brushing and flossing 
habits is a serious issue. When you are not 
following a dentist’s recommended instructions 
for brushing and flossing, you can expect some 
consequences. There is a reason they  spent all 
those years in school and make the big bucks. 
Without  proper oral hygiene, you may see 
bleeding and sensitivity  in your gums, stains 
and excess plaque on your teeth.
 “You could develop  the embarrassment 
of yellow teeth that can affect both your social 
and professional life,” Clark said. “That would, 
of course, be one of the smaller problems that 
go along with poor hygiene, besides bad 
breath.”  In more serious cases, gum disease 
and oral cancer can occur. 
 “Gum disease is typically caused by a 
buildup  of plaque. Plaque contains bacteria, 
which produce toxins that  irritate and damage 
the gums,” said Harvard Medical Student and 
part-time employee of Morse Dental Group, 
Christiana Matthews.
 The infections that occur in the gums 
and mouth can go through the blood, leading to 

heart attacks and strokes. “The plaque in the 
bloodstream can either clog or inflame the 
arteries,” Matthews explained.  However, there 
are ways to go about preventing these 
occurrences. 
 “Brushing and flossing at least two 
times a day is a good start. Regular dental 
check ups every  six months are just as 
important. Dental hygienists and dentists are 
able to clean and inspect your teeth better than 
you can at home with a standard toothbrush,” 
Clark stated.  
 “A new toothbrush every three months 
is just as crucial to keep the bacteria numbers 
down in your mouth,” Matthews said.
 It is also strongly recommended that 
people should stay away from mouth piercings. 
“Not only  do tongue piercings attract a lot of 
bacteria, the ring in the mouth, when moved 
around, can chip teeth,” Clark commented.
 Also, many people use mouthwash to 
clean their mouths. While this can help kill 
some of the odor causing bacteria, it  is not as 
helpful when it comes to keeping your teeth 
and gums clean.  
 “If you are going to use a mouthwash, it  
is not necessary to use it every day. Also, you 
want to make sure that  it is an alcohol-free 
product like Crest Pro-Health. The increased 
level of alcohol use could lead to oral cancer,” 
Clark said. 
 Matthews stressed, “It is important to 
take care of your teeth. You only get one set; 
once you loose them, you can’t get them back.”
 By taking care of your teeth and 
protecting your teeth and overall health. If you 
take the time to take care of your mouth, you 
will see and feel the difference, and you can 
smile because you saved yourself from the cost 
and humiliation of dentures and Polident in 
coming years. No one wants their teeth 
swimming in a cup on the nightstand. Plus, 
your date wouldn’t like it so much either.

Keeping your teeth out of a cup
The basics of dental hygiene

FOOD from, D1

Common drinks include the White Chocolate 
Mocha (430 cal/140g of fat) and Frappucinos 
(some of which contain up to 500 calories).
 If you like to go to Starbucks for the 
gourmet drinks, try the Cinnamon Dulce Latte 
with sugar-free syrup  (210 cal/100g of fat). If it 
is a frappucino you are after, the healthiest 
choice is the Pumpkin Spice Frappucino (150 
cal/5g of fat). Stay away from the hot chocolate! 
Some signature hot chocolate concoctions can 
contain up  to 600 calories! The healthiest coffee 
choice to make at Starbucks would be to stick 
with the Café Americano or brewed coffees. 
The healthiest choice overall would be to order 
tea instead. The shaken iced teas only have 80 
calories and contain no fat, while the Tazo Teas 
don’t have any of either. Helpful Tip: An easy 
way to cut  back on the calories is to switch to 
non-fat milk (cuts out about 40 calories), get 
your drink without whip cream (cuts out about 
60 calories), and avoid extra pumps of syrup.
 “It is often difficult to know how many 
calories or how much fat you are consuming 
when you eat at these types of restaurants,” 
Schaetzel-Hill says. “A lot of times the food is 
very greasy and oily. The best thing you can do 
is make sure that you are only eating a small 
cup of rice.” Schaetzel-Hill recommends 
consulting David Zinczenko’s “Eat This, Not 
That” for more information on simple food 
swaps that can save you up to 30 pounds.
 If you are serious about losing weight, 
the best  thing you can do is control what you 
put in your body by shopping for nutritional 
food at a grocery store. But, if you are looking 
to shed a few pounds or make sure you aren’t 
adding any  more, then some of these tips may 
save you a few calories. Just remember that 
grilled is always better than fried, and to pay the 
extra few cents to get extra vegetables. The 
number one rule? Keep it simple!

Subway
Six inch Veggie Delite (222 calories/3 g of fat)
Six inch Turkey Breast (273 calories/4 g of fat)
Six inch Subway Club (297 calories/5 g of fat)

McDonald’s
Regular Hamburger (80 cal/9 g of fat)
Premium Southwest Salad (40 cal/4.5 g of fat)

Taco Bell
Ranchero Chicken Soft Taco (170 cal/4.5 g of fat)
Pintos and Cheese (180 cal/7 g of fat)
Tostada (200 cal/6 g of fat)

Applebee’s
Onion Soup au Gratin (150 cal/8 g of fat)
Grilled Shrimp Skewer Salad (210 cal/ 2 g of fat)
Chicken Rancher Sandwich (198 cal/7 g of fat)

Starbucks
Café Americano (15 cal/0 g of fat)
Iced Brewed Coffee (90 cal/0 g of fat)
Espresso Frapp. Blended Light (110 cal/5 g of fat)

Healthiest Picks:

HEALTHD2
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 Reality  television has rapidly infiltrated 
not only our nation’s television sets, but 
potentially our minds.  Last summer, Joel and 
Ian Gold, Canadian psychologists and brothers, 
claimed to have discovered a unique mental 
disorder they have dubbed “The Truman Show 
Delusion.”  Named after the 1998 film of the 
starring Jim Carey, patients suffer from intense 
delusions, claming they are being constantly 
followed, videotaped, and starring in their own 
shows. 
  In an interview with WebMD, the Gold 
brothers summarize their findings as follows: 
“The Truman Show delusion encompasses a 
patient’s entire life. They  believe their family, 
friends, and co-workers are all reading from 
scripts and their home, workplace, and hospital 
are all sets. They believe they are being filmed 
for the whole world to see.”  
 Truman Show Syndrome, according to 
the Gold Brothers, is rooted in psychosis.  Joel 
Gold has been quoted, “People who choose to 
be the center of attention, have concerns about 
social standing, or who may fear being in public 
eye or seek it out, may be more drawn to 
identify with this delusion.” 
 An avid viewer of reality TV myself, I 
was shocked to come across all this 
information. Could the countless hours I 
devoted to watching Flava Flav and Bret 

Michael’s search for love, Paula Abdul slur 
through American Idol, and Tyra Bank’s ever-
changing weaves been leading me into a 
delusional reality?  I’d like to think not, and 
instead speculate that reality  TV has an effect 
on people’s behavior. 
 With an in depth knowledge of reality 
TV and the completion of a Psychology 101 
class, I set out around SMU to see who might 
be suffering from Truman Show Syndrome.  
 Sophomore Kiarra McGee is an 
outspoken fan of Oxygen Network’s “The Bad 
Girls Club.” The show features seven of our 
nation’s “baddest” self proclaimed “bad girls” 
living in a Hollywood Hills mansion drinking, 
fighting and swearing the nights away.  
Synonymous with honesty  and straight-
forwardness, McGee admitted to behaving in a 
conduct that could qualify  as “bad girl” 
behavior.  
 “Sometimes I act like the girls off of 
‘The Bad Girls Club,’ but only when I'm out 
with friends. When I’m out at a party  or club, I 
sometimes get aggressive towards people when 
they  spill drinks on me or my friends,” McGee 
admits. 
 If she had not viewed “The Bad Girls 
Club,” would McGee still behave this way?  Or 
does she act as if she was on a TV show, 
playing to the cameras she might imagine are 
filming her? 
  Since releasing their findings, the Gold 
brothers have experienced some backlash.  
Skeptics claim that although the people 
diagnosed with the delusion may very well be 

When Reality TV becomes a bit too real

 Gary Fiorina
Staff Writer

VOICES

psychotic, saying it stems from watching reality 
TV is just wrong.  If TV didn’t exist, the same 
condition would arise with the patient believing 
to be at the center of something different.  
However, some professionals, although 
cautious, feel that with the onslaught of reality 
TV and websites like YouTube and Facebook, a 
Truman Show delusion is extremely plausible.  
 The Gold Brothers have classified 20 
patients in New York with Truman Show 
Syndrome. Intrigued medical professionals say 
that the true test will be if the delusion is found 
throughout the country in the coming years.  
 No one from the medical community 
has stepped up to support the Gold brothers’ 
discovery, but there is a huge surge of curiosity.  
The brothers support their hypothesis by 
arguing that the pressure of living in a hugely 
connected world can trigger psychotic episodes 
and bring out instability in vulnerable people.  
Despite being repeatedly scrutinized and 
questioned on their intentions, the Gold 
brothers stand by their discovery of the Truman 
Show Syndrome warning, “This is a serious 
mental illness, it’s not  silly  or a form of 
narcissism. It’s a severe and persisting mental 
illness, and we don’t want to make light of it.”
 Watch out Saint Martin’s, you’ve been 
warned. If you or a friend are exhibiting 
extreme paranoia and acting out from too much 
“For the Love of Ray J” and/or “The Hills,” cut 
the cable cords!  Or, if you like the attention 
from feeling like you’re the center of your own 
television show, work it out! The choice is 
yours!   

 Saint Martin’s University: so much to 
say for such a small college. To me, Saint 
Martin’s has been an overall good experience--I 
call it a “love and hate” relationship. Hate 
because I sometimes felt  that the grass could be 
greener on the other side at some other schools. 
Love because I stayed, coped, messed up, 
reflected, and therefore feel more confident in 
my actions.
 Despite the cost and the surrounding 
community, Saint Martin’s has challenged me 
personally to expand my thoughts and grow as 
an individual. Saint Martin’s gave me the power 
to make mistakes and take risks when it comes 
to personal relationships and friendships and 
from those relationships I feel more “mature.”
 The sometimes stationary culture of the 
campus has also given me the urge to live life 
and not to think so much…maybe thats the 
point for liberal arts education: it gets you 
thinking outside the box so that  you learn not to 
think so much and find the little niches that 
work for you. I could have transferred to 
schools, which I contemplated on multiple 
occasions, but I didn’t  want to give up; I wanted 
to finish.
 That alone, that perseverance to cope, 

My Time at Saint Martin’s University
gave me the confidence that I can make it in this 
world alone and be able to appreciate people 
with all their beautiful diversity, knowing what 
it is like to be part of a community. I moved 
from Georgia and took a leap of faith to come to 
Saint Martin’s. and though I complain at times, 
the small traditional college feel is something I 
always wanted.
 Because of SMU’s small size, it forced 
me into the spotlight. I decided to participate the 
best way  I could, and though coy at times, I feel 
my participation did rub off in this “collective 
conscious” that is brewing throughout Saint 
Martin’s (not trying to be narcissistic). 
 The one thing that Saint Martin’s has 
taught me is to be objective and to step out of 
the little world we craft in our heads to cope, so 
that I can not only  view myself as others view 
me, but most importantly, to analyze myself. 
 I’ve challenged my own opinions and 
actions, and I can honestly say that  I am now a 
capable young man. That was always something 
that was pushed upon me growing up, and I 
never knew I would reach that point. Now I feel 
a sense of excitement and temperance that will 
help me achieve my dreams.
 We could hate on Saint  Martin’s all day, 
but what I realize is that the power lies within 
the students, and even if your are shy or talk 
with a slight stutter, you can be an inspiration to 
someone else, and that  is what is great about 

SMU. Seeing the monks stroll to mass, walking 
with friends throughout the trails, being a bum 
over the summers, starving until 5:30 p.m. 
wa i t ing fo r d inne r in the ca fe te r i a , 
contemplating turning off the alarm clock and 
drifting between reality and dreams are all fond 
memories that I will never forget. From my 
realism comes optimism in how I plan on living 
life in my post college future. 
 We live in a real world with real people 
with real emotions, so by understanding people 
better (which is the good thing about the size of 
SMU) has helped me to understand and respect 
people more. 
 To sum it all up, I am glad I am 
g r a d u a t i n g f r o m S M U . We a r e a l l 
representatives of those who will change the 
world, and we can pay homage to our school, 
whether you hate it or love it. 
 Call me lazy, call me inconsistent, call 
me quiet, but now I feel like I have the tools to 
be a man and help give back on my own means. 
 We need to keep pushing the limits to 
allow students to make decisions on their own 
and learn to deal with them instead of ignoring 
the growing pains and facts of life; they are 
inevitable. 

Quinton Mitchell
Business Manager
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Whoʼs watching you? 

The Belltower would like to congratulate 
our own Quinton Mitchell and all the 

other seniors graduating this May. Good 
luck in your future endeavors!



 To me, diversity isn’t something that should 
be forced, but it isn’t something that shouldn’t 
be fought either. If you force diversity, it can 
spur resentment. However, if you fight 
diversity, you are denying people the basic 
rights and freedoms that you benefit from on a 
daily basis i.e., the cozy  suburban existence, 
nice schools, loving whomever you want. 
 When it comes to academia, it  seems that 
there is a schism about where to draw the line 
of issues of diversity. A diverse environment 
creates more debate and interaction between 
the student  populous  where students, in turn, 
graduate with a more realistic depiction of 
world. 
 A less diverse environment isn’t necessarily  
bad if the people in the environment are 
respectful and willing to accept it when the 
issue arises. It just  boggles my mind that 
people who aren’t open to diversity turn a blind 
eye to it when a specific group is helping win 
sports games, increasing academic standards, 
or helping to increase that dismal fraction of 
percent above another institution so they can 

ELEVATOR RIDES FROM THE 
FIRST FLOOR TO THE 

SECOND FLOOR:

 There is an elite secret 
society of students at Saint Martin’s 
University. No one knows their 
name, no one knows when they 
formed, and no one knows who 
their leader is. Their purpose? To 
define a new level of laziness and 
sloth by  taking the elevator from 
the first floor to the second! This 
blows me away. I applaud those 
peoples’ dedication in completely 
avoiding any physical exertion 
whatsoever. I wonder what the 
decision making process is: 
“Should I walk up the short 
staircase to be more time efficient 
and even perhaps burn off that 
extra carb that  I gained from eating 
hot pockets and a six packs of 
Easter Peeps last night? Nope, I’ll 
take the elevator and get a 
doughnut from the cafeteria while I 
wait.” Take the stairs! You know 
who you are.

LANDSCAPING:

What are you guys building by the 
stairs up to Old Main? All I see is 

VOICES

THAT DOESN’T MAKE SENSE!!!
people in Carhartts pushing bark 
around, placing rocks in various 
areas and planting grass on top of 
said rocks (like it will grow better 
on top of a rock). They are 
constructing hills where there was 
once no hill. The thing is, we didn’t 
need a hill, so why are we building 
one there? 

SCHOOL PRESIDENT PICKING 
UP TRASH ON CAMPUS

 Li t terbugs: venomous, 
hideous, and godless creatures. I 
s a w o u r h u m b l e D r . R o y 
Heynderickx walking around 
campus on a lovely Sunday 
morning with his wife picking up 
Starbucks coffee cups, McDonalds 
bags, and other pieces of trash left 
by none other than the students of 
SMU! Come on people, if there is 
so much trash that  even our 
president has to take time away 
from his day to clean up  your mess, 
then you need to get it together and 
stop  throwing stuff on Mother 
Nature’s face. Dr Heynderickx, you 
are the man, and Mrs. Heynderickx, 
you are the woman, but you 
shouldn’t have to pick up  our trash. 
If you are a local litterbug, not only 
do you have trash on the ground, 
you have trash in your heart. Try 
cleaning it up sometime.

Jake Kinderman 
Staff Writer

brag in Starbucks about how “diverse” their 
school is, though they don’t really care.
 Saint Martin’s, which prides itself as being 
one of the most  diverse schools in the 
Northwest, is lacking one huge thing that 
justifies that claim: diverse faculty members. 
Saint Martin’s has a tight budget I’m sure with 
our small size, but if we want “to practice what 
we preach,” then investing in more diverse 
faculty  of color and women would be 
appropriate. Coming from the South (which 
isn’t all that different besides some more 
amplified problems and fattier food) and 
transferring to SMU I felt in racial harmony 
because I didn’t have to adapt as much. 
 As there is no real problems between the 
races or the sexes, I can sit with whomever I 
want in the cafeteria without feeling like a sell-
out, and I can express myself the way I want 
without feeling like an outcast. Anyway, Saint 
Martin’s should invest in hiring more diverse 
faculty because not only  will it help students 
who don’t come from diverse environments 
adapt, it will also alleviate Saint Martin’s from 
falling into the cliché notion of diversity, even 
though the faculty doesn’t represent that.

 The school is growing, with it is the need 
for more faculty. So, I hope the next time Saint 
Martin’s opens up for hiring, it  will “gently” 
push qualified members of under-represented 
groups into the spotlight. Call it affirmative 
action if you want, but to me affirmative action 
is “like a ballot to race: it gets you in the door, 
but it’s up to the individual to finish in first or 
last.”  
 Before, SMU takes on this endeavor, the 
student body shouldn’t be kept out  of the 
meetings. We need open debate so that we all 
come to a consensus, which will hopefully be 
that hiring qualified misrepresented groups is 
both beneficial and honorable. 
 If more diverse staff does start to become 
visible at  SMU, then they shouldn’t be treated 
as “token,” but as a viable and intrinsic asset to 
the campus culture. SMU has a good heart, and 
I feel it will make the right decisions with open 
debate about where to take this issue we call 
“diversity” into the future. 
 Funny thing is that when diverse becomes a 
normal part of every facet of SMU life, it 
probably  won’t any longer be an issue at  all, 
because it will become expected. 

Lack of Diverse Faculty on SMU Campus
Quinton Mitchell
Business Manager
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Finals Schedule
Regularly scheduled class time Final Exam Time

MWF 8:00 AM May 4, 8-10 AM

9:00 AM May 4, 10:15 AM -12:15 
PM

10:00 AM May 6, 8-10 AM

11:00 AM May 5, 10:15 AM -12:15 
PM

12:00 PM May 6, 10:15 AM -12:15 
PM

1:00 PM May 4, 1-3 PM

2:00 PM May 6, 1-3 PM

3:00 PM May 4, 3:15-5:15 PM

4:00 PM May 6, 3:15-5:15 PM

TR 8:00 AM May 7, 8 - 10 a.m.

9:30 AM May 5, 8 - 10 a.m.

11:00 AM May 7, 10:15 a.m. - 12:15 

p.m.

12:00 PM May 7, 1 - 3 p.m.

1:00 PM May 5, 1 - 3 p.m.

2:00 PM May 5, 1 - 3 p.m.

3:00 PM May 5, 3:15 - 5:15 p.m.

Monday Evening May 4, evening

Tuesday Evening May 5, evening

Wednesday Evening May 6, evening

Thursday 4 p.m. May 7, 3:15-5:15 PM

Evening May 7, evening


